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AESTFACT
 
Microteaching (MT) has been used for teacher training


in the United States for over ten years with varying amounts of 

success. This newsletter reviews two experiments in MT that were 

conducted in Sweden. The first experiment sought to determine whether 

MT was appropriate for teacher training. Using a factorial design

study supplemented by videotape practice lessons, the investigators

concluded that MT did not have any long term effects on the teachers. 

The second experiment was designed to allow student teachers to 

distinguish "effective" from "less effective" teacher behavior. 

Flander's interaction analysis was taught to the student teachers so 

that they could evaluate themselves on videotape. The results showed 

very positive attitudes to self confrontation. (MC)
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Background
 

riicroteaching (HT) is a method of teaching practice used 


in basic and in-service teacher training. It is called 


"micro" because teaching is conducted in small groups of 


1-5 pupils and for periods of 5 - 10 minutes, in addi


tion to which the teacher's task is confined to practising 


one particular teaching skill at a time. As an example we 


can take the ability to ask intellectually stimulating 


questions as distinct from questions to be answered from 


memory alone. Good examples of the skill being put to 


practical use are often presented via video-tapes. Closed 


circuit television is also used to record the student-


teacher 1 s teaching practice so that it can then be played 


back and analysed by him. Sometimes this analysis is com


bined with criticism from the tutor. Teaching practice 


and subsequent play-back are repeated until the student-


teacher feels that he has mastered the skill in question.
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Th. c technique has been in use in the UCA' since the be-

"innin- of the 19?0s. There is a vealth of evidence to 

3u-~o3t that it can effectively c :an~e teacher behaviour.
 

iiitl'^rto cone twenty different teacher skills have been 

identified, but there are many of these skills w.-.ose con

nection with pupil variables such as learning, attitudes 

and interests las yet to ~e proved.
 

Ain:
 

-'he overall aim is to test if iicroteaching can be used 

in teacher training in Jweae'i.
 

.urn:
 

Th2 natural procedure to be~in with seemed to be to col

lect comprehensive information concerning the efficacy of 

the technique in different conditions. .:c wanted to test:
 

3.) The effect of shovrin." ,-ood examples of the tcachin-

s':ill to be practiced (r.odels).
 

c) 'Jhe effect of bein~ able to see and hear oneself after 

the short practice session (self-confrontation).
 

c) The effect of focussin- attention on the educationally 

relevant features of the model tape. This was achieved by 

means of acoustic signals inserted at each point where the 

skill was demonstrated.
 

d) Possible interaction between the sex of the trainee 

and that of the model teacher.
 

e) The effect of different combinations of items a - c, 

supra.
 



Tie subjects were 4-3 middle level teachers in the fourth 


tern of their training.
 

:'etno? 3;
 

The study was given the form of an experiment with a so-

caileci factorial design. The subjects practised the tech- . 


ni~uc of leadin. z. classroom '.lL!jcussion without tal-:in;-


too rvach themselves, nakin.' use instead of non-verbal be


haviour - n\D2, -e.itures, Tiovin;- about t.ie room etc.
 

The video-taped practice lessons were observed by trained 


observers and the number of non-verbal behavioural mani


festation:: counted. The lengtn of time for which teacher 


and pupils respectively spoke /.'as also measured.
 

Two months after the experimental processing, the subjects 


were video-taped in ordinary classrooms to see whether any 


char.-es in their behaviour were of a permanent nature.
 

Results:
 

Most of the subjects made progress regardless of the type 


of treatment involved. The availability of a perceptual 


model had a certain positive effect, but the presence or 


absence of accoustic signals in the recording was of no 

consequence.
 

The effects of self-confrontation were difficult to inter

pret since they were not identical for all lessons.
 

Most of the positive effects of MT had disappeared two 

months later when the subjects were observed in their 

classes during their practice term.
 

The amount of teacher speech revealed a connection with 

the amount of pupil speech.The less the teacher spoke, the 


more the pupils spoke. On the other hand there was on the
 



whole no connection between the amount of pupil speech and 


tr.e various measures of non-verbal behaviour on the part 


of the teacher. This result shows the importance of detor-


ninin r : the decree of correlation between the teacher skill 


proposed and pupil behaviour.
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Back--round:
 

Although I IT in its original form has proved an efficacious 


means of changing the behaviour of trainee teachers with 


re~.arri to series of "teacher drills" (Cooper .: .\llen 19^9), 


the technique has not been v/ithout its critics (e ~ C-uelcher 


et al 1970, Pereira <°c C-uelcher 1970, liashe £ Ar;ne 1971, 


ochacfer 1970). In terms of practical economics it is a 
  

rather unwieldy technique. Then there are the timetable 


inconveniences involved in arran-'in.f- "T for lar~e ~roups 


of trainee teachers. A lar~e supply of pupils is needed 


and this is not always available, with the result that Tiany 


institutions have used the trainees' fellow students as 


pupils instead of the "genuine article". Apart from the 


fact that the progenitors do not accept this as genuine MT, 


comparative studies have shown that different sub-skills 


are acquired in the different situations (liuthall 1972) 


and that transfer to "real" pupils in a "real" classroom 


is impeded by the use of fellow students for HT purposes 


(Johnson £ Pancrazio 1971).
 

Video-tape recording and reproduction apparatus is expen


sive to purchase and maintain. Nor have video-taped record


ing of teaching practice been shown always to be superior 


to other, simpler forms of feedback such as tape record


ings (Gall et al 1971).
 

The practice of a number of teaching skills is considered 


by some trainers to be excessively fragmentary. Fears have 


been expressed of the overall dynamic character of teaching 


being lost sight of. Sometimes pupils in MT groups have 


been found to regard practice teaching as incoherent and
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pointless: perhaps this is liable to happen in a situation 


in which the trainee teacher is told to concentrate :?.ore 


on the. technique to be practised, and less on the subject 


content to be taurht.
 

The widespread u^e of I'T should be attributed to a wide

spread discontent with conventional practice teachir.,- an.'" 


tuition. Tae latter cannot offer the same educationally 


effective components as : "?: clearly defined ~oals ma^in." 


it possible to rive snecific and easily communicable in

formation about the result of the exercise (feedback) and 


to provide a simple indication of proyress.
 

Althou.-h there is a certain amount of justification for 

th^ practice of skills with the aid of I IT in teacher train


ing, it is clear thai, different techniques are needed, so 

as to counter the criticism levelled both at I:T and at 


trad.itional_ teachir;:. practice s.r." tuition. C'r.e such, tech


nique is to be found, in the' use of instruments for sys


tematic observation together with suitable forms of feed

back.
 

Aim:
 

rianders* interaction analysis is probably the instrument 

for systematic observation which has most frequently proved 

to rive descriptions of teaching distinguishing "effective" 

from less "effective" teacher behaviour (inlanders 1970). 

In many places this instrument has been used in teacher 

training with favourable results.
 

Gince the general concensus appears to be that observation 

instruments should be used by teachers and not on teachers 

(Brown 1968, Husella 1970, Medley 1971), we wish to make an 

attempt to introduce Flanders' interaction analysis through 

training by the teacher trainees themselves - training in 

making observations and in using and analysing the obser


vations made, above all abservations of their own behaviour. 

The latter objective can be achieved via the use of devices 


for sound or sound/picture feedback, which has proved par



ticularly valuable in .~~.
 

rixporinont 2 is planned to nr.aiysc the foilowin." questions:
 

a) Can student teachers lo?.m to 'ace inlanders' interaction 


analysis -iven six 'lourc' tuition and practical instruction'."
 

b) Can student teac.iers ma:-:o us.-' of sound, reproductions of 


their teachin." practice so -?s eventually to revise their 


classroom behaviour in what .-'lar.ders regards as a desirable 


direction?
 

c) Can trainee subjnet tnacherc nake use of sound/picture 


reproductions to the sa~e er.d as in b'.'
 

d) Is the playing back of both sound and picture more 


effective than sound playback onlyv
 

Scope:
 

45 student teachers, autnn tern 1972. r'irst terr.i of training.
 

He thods:
 

Video tape recordings of the subjects' teaching practice 


before, during and after training in Flanders' interaction 


analysis (?IA).
 

One ;";roup of subjects is only allowed to listen, another 


is e: j.bled to listen to and watch their teaching practice. 


The same video tape equipment is being used in both groups.
 

A different disposition is being used from that occurring 


in previous studies designed to compare sound and sound/ 


picture feedback, where one group has been taped while tha 


other has been video-taped, with the result that their 


practice conditions have not been identical. Probably the 


quality of the sound reproductions has also varied between 


experimental and control groups since different apparatus 


has been used.
 



I.ie introduction to ?I\ too!: the form of a two-hour lesson 


in which the background and ur.derl;:ir.~ theory of the in


strument were discussed. The subjects then workec: throu.':: 

a newly constructed CCTV programme of demonstration, prac

tice and evaluation.
 

Results;
 

"The question whether trainee teachers can learn to apply 

Flanders' interaction analysis after six hours' tuition 

c£,r. already be answered in the affirmative. '?he conciurii 

evaluation tape was coded with an average agreement betw 

observers of .55 - »66 calculated accordin.- to Ccott's 

netaod.
 

The subjects have also coded a practice lesson of their 

own, which has been video-taped. Very positive attitudes 

were noted to self-confrontation steered with the aid of 

7IA. All except one of the subjects wished for more oppor 

tunities of self-analysis in this way.
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